WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE AMERICAN ORIENT EXPRESS
Discover the world's most luxurious trains and relive a bygone era, when the journey itself was the most significant part of the experience, rather than simply getting there.
A journey where the passenger becomes a real traveler and is able to experience a much more gracious way of travel - in a living re-creation of the golden age of rail.
A luxury train journey through Zimbabwe from Johannesburg to one of the natural wonders of the world, the spectacular Victoria Falls. Journey from the ancient and mysterious city of Bangkok, across Malaysia and the city of Kuala Lumpur to the modern city of Singapore.

Cat No: PEGDVD1123
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE EASTERN AND ORIENT EXPRESS
Discover the world's most luxurious trains and relive a bygone era, when the journey itself was the most significant part of the experience, rather than simply getting there. A journey where the passenger becomes a real traveler and is able to experience a much more gracious way of travel - in a living re-creation of the golden age of rail.

Cat No: PEGDVD1124
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE SOUTHERN BELLE
Enjoy the hidden beauty of the British countryside from the lavish comfort of the Blue Train. Visit and explore some of Britain's most historic and stunning cities and sites, while reliving in the elegant furnishings of one of the world's most stylish trains. With redwoods sumptuous carriages and three first class suites, there can be few more memorable ways to discover Britain.

Cat No: PEGDVD1125
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE AMERICAN ORIENT EXPRESS

Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE SOUTH ORIENT EXPRESS
Discover the world's most luxurious trains and relive a bygone era, when the journey itself was the most significant part of the experience, rather than simply getting there. A journey where the passenger becomes a real traveler and is able to experience a much more gracious way of travel - in a living re-creation of the golden age of rail.

Cat No: PEGDVD1126
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE VENICE SIMPLON ORIENT EXPRESS
Discover the world's most luxurious trains and relive a bygone era, when the journey itself was the most significant part of the experience, rather than simply getting there. A journey where the passenger becomes a real traveler and is able to experience a much more gracious way of travel - in a living re-creation of the golden age of rail.

Cat No: PEGDVD1127
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE NORTHERN BELLE
Enjoy the hidden beauty of the British countryside from the lavish comfort of the Blue Train. Visit and explore some of Britain's most historic and stunning cities and sites, while reliving in the elegant furnishings of one of the world's most stylish trains. With redwoods sumptuous carriages and three first class suites, there can be few more memorable ways to discover Britain.

Cat No: PEGDVD1128
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE BLUE TRAIN
There can be few better ways to explore the wondrous scenery of South Africa than from the luxurious comfort of the Blue Train. Following the classic route from Pretoria to Cape Town, the journey takes in a rainbow of landscapes from bustling city life to fertile valleys and mountain chains and some of the most adventurous railway experiences that the world has to offer. The pride of South Africa's rail travel, the Blue Train combines traditional style with the latest in modern technological comforts, and provides the very best in service and attention to detail, all within an incredibly comfortable atmosphere. Providing interviews with the train staff, the World Class Trains series presents a complete guided tour of the luxury of rail travel around the world.

Cat No: PEGDVD1130
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE ROCKY MOUNTAINEER
A journey on the Royal Canadian Pacific is not only an adventure through the spectacular and dramatic Canadian landscape, but also a nostalgic return to the elegance, style and sense of occasion once attached to the concept of rail travel. Passing through the awe-inspiring surroundings of the Rocky Mountains, the picturesque Spiral Tunnels, and the vast expanses of Canadian prairie land, the journey presents a spectacular vista of the Rocky Mountains and is still used by the Train De Luxe on the journey.

Cat No: PEGDVD1132
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE ROYAL CANADIAN PACIFIC
A journey on the Royal Canadian Pacific is not only an adventure through the spectacular and dramatic Canadian landscape, but also a nostalgic return to the elegance, style and sense of occasion once attached to the concept of rail travel. Passing through the awe-inspiring surroundings of the Rocky Mountains, the picturesque Spiral Tunnels, and the vast expanses of Canadian prairie land, the journey presents a spectacular vista of the Rocky Mountains and is still used by the Train De Luxe on the journey.

Cat No: PEGDVD1131
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE BLUE TRAIN
There can be few better ways to explore the wondrous scenery of South Africa than from the luxurious comfort of the Blue Train. Following the classic route from Pretoria to Cape Town, the journey takes in a rainbow of landscapes from bustling city life to fertile valleys and mountain chains and some of the most adventurous railway experiences that the world has to offer. The pride of South Africa's rail travel, the Blue Train combines traditional style with the latest in modern technological comforts, and provides the very best in service and attention to detail, all within an incredibly comfortable atmosphere. Providing interviews with the train staff, the World Class Trains series presents a complete guided tour of the luxury of rail travel around the world.

Cat No: PEGDVD1130
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE ROCKY MOUNTAINEER
A journey on the Royal Canadian Pacific is not only an adventure through the spectacular and dramatic Canadian landscape, but also a nostalgic return to the elegance, style and sense of occasion once attached to the concept of rail travel. Passing through the awe-inspiring surroundings of the Rocky Mountains, the picturesque Spiral Tunnels, and the vast expanses of Canadian prairie land, the journey presents a spectacular vista of the Rocky Mountains and is still used by the Train De Luxe on the journey.

Cat No: PEGDVD1132
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE AMERICAN ORIENT EXPRESS
Discover the world's most luxurious trains and relive a bygone era, when the journey itself was the most significant part of the experience, rather than simply getting there. A journey where the passenger becomes a real traveler and is able to experience a much more gracious way of travel - in a living re-creation of the golden age of rail.

Cat No: PEGDVD1123
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE EASTERN AND ORIENT EXPRESS
Discover the world's most luxurious trains and relive a bygone era, when the journey itself was the most significant part of the experience, rather than simply getting there. A journey where the passenger becomes a real traveler and is able to experience a much more gracious way of travel - in a living re-creation of the golden age of rail.

Cat No: PEGDVD1124
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS
THE SOUTHERN BELLE
Enjoy the hidden beauty of the British countryside from the lavish comfort of the Blue Train. Visit and explore some of Britain's most historic and stunning cities and sites, while reliving in the elegant furnishings of one of the world's most stylish trains. With redwoods sumptuous carriages and three first class suites, there can be few more memorable ways to discover Britain.

Cat No: PEGDVD1126
Length: 55 mins
WORLD CLASS TRAINS

THE POLAR EXPRESS
Step aboard the Polar Express in the Swedish capital of Stockholm, and experience an unforgettable four-day round trip north to the Norwegian port of Narvik. Discover centres of Scandinavian history in the course of a full four-day itinerary of activities and excursions. Learn the ways of nature Northern people, as the Polar Express takes you across the Arctic Circle and further north into the lands of the Midnight Sun, crossing into Norway before turning around at Narvik. Join specially-bred passengers as they journey through a landscape of raw, unpolluted nature with all the comfort and high standards of a world class train service.

Cat No: PEGDVD1133
Length: 55 mins

THE ORIENT EXPRESS
Discover the world’s most luxurious train and enjoy a bygone era, as the journey was an experience in itself, aboard the elegant carriages of the world’s railroads. A voyage where the passenger becomes a real traveller, steeped not only in the natural, stunning beauty of the surroundings but also in the romance and opulence associated with the golden age of rail. Explore the enchantment of trains, which represents the very synthesis of railroading’s beauty. New carriages in imperial purple leisure with open observation terraces carry just 26 passengers in the lap of luxury. We journey along some of Britain’s least used rail lines and through some of Scotland’s most breathtaking scenery. Mountains, lakes and forests provide an on-dramatic backdrop to this journey aboard the Royal Scotsman.

Cat No: PEGDVD1134
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS

THE HIRAM BINGHAM
CUZCO TO MACHU PICCHU
Travel high into the Andes aboard the Hiram Bingham a luxury train replete with its blue and gold livery, to the ancient remains of the lost Inca city of Machu Picchu. From the: trekking streets of Cuzco and the flowing waters of the Urubamba, we climb past the picturesque bright-painted villages and farms which hug the mountainside. Onboard local musicians play traditional Peruvian songs as a first-class three course meal is served on crisp white tablecloths. Then sit back and enjoy a glass of wine as the audacity of the car as we journey through the clouds to the city that silenced even the most seasoned of travellers.

Cat No: PEGDVD1224
Length: 48 mins

THE IMPERIAL EXPRESS
Climb aboard the world’s most secret train The Imperial Express and travel a route that until recently lay hidden behind the Iron Curtain. Meeting the train at Prague Central Station, there is an air of excitement as snow clouds the engine that will be taking us on our luxurious 52 hour “land cruise”. Decked with presidential splendour, the carriages of The Imperial Express are the ideal location to relax and survey the beautiful and mysterious cities and countryside of central Europe. Sit champagne and dine on first-class cuisine as we glide through Bohemia, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary in the very lap of luxury.

Cat No: PEGDVD1225
Length: 55 mins

ROVOS RAIL THE PRIDE OF AFRICA
Enjoy the rhythmic serenity of South Africa’s Garden Route as a passenger aboard Rovos Rail’s “Pride Of Africa”. Who better to describe the history and future of the train than the founder of Rovos Rail, Mr Rohan Vos with his infectious passion? The 400 mile journey takes us from Cape Town to Kruger Park through some of Africa’s most spectacular scenery, all the while being treated to unparalleled splendour. Relive the romance, excitement and adventure of the pioneers, ivory hunters and gold prospectors who dared to conquer the region over a century ago.

Cat No: PEGDVD1226
Length: 55 mins

THE GREAT SOUTH PACIFIC EXPRESS
Few countries possess the ability to captivate visitors and encourage travelers like the land known to the locals as “God’s Country”. From its world famous sandy beaches to the hurricane and bustling of its young vibrant cities, Australia is never far from the top of most travelers’ wish list. What better way to experience this remarkable island than we travel up the east coast from Brisbane to Cairns and on to the rainforests of Kuranda than aboard the world class train, the Great South Pacific Express. The diversity and majesty of the scenery is matched only by the applause, first-class service and exceptional cuisine received aboard the red and cream lounged carriages.

Cat No: PEGDVD1227
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS

THE GHAN
In Australia’s most recognisable city we join The Ghan, a quarter of a mile long train that will be our home for the journey from Sydney to the very heart of the Red Centre, Alice Springs. There can be no other route on earth that offers the passenger such a variety of landscapes, as we travel through the lushness of the Blue Mountains, the vast open plains of inland and finally into the rocky towns of the Australian Outback. Adhering to the high standards of all world class trains, The Ghan offers first class service and cuisine with a charm and appeal that is uniquely Australian.

Cat No: PEGDVD1229
Length: 55 mins

THE ROYAL ORIENT
Explore the beautiful and mystical surroundings of Gujarat and Rajasthan aboard the royal splendour of India’s travelling palace, The Royal Orient with its fourteen coaches and saloons with personalised service from well dressed attendants. From the unaccompanied comfort and luxury of our carriages, we enjoy spectacularly contrasting landscapes of and, rocky deserts and glittering lush vegetation. In a variety of journeys we soak up the fairytail history and culture of areas such as Chittaurgarh and Udaipur. Travelling in a style reminiscent of the most elite maharajahs, this seven night adventure encompasses some of the very best that India, and indeed rail travel itself, has to offer.

Cat No: PEGDVD1228
Length: 55 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS

THE ORIENT EXPRESS
VENICE TO BUDAPEST
Just the mention of the name “The Orient Express” conjures images of timeless mystery, elegance and of course, murder. The writers on board this journey have nothing to fear because as they are transported calmly and comfortably through the cucumenic scenery and celebrated luxury from Venice to Budapest via the stunning city of Vienna. Starting in the opulence and romance of Venice we have a brief tour of the city before heading to the most famous train in the world. Five star accommodators and cuisine in the order of the day as we travel through alpine countries to the home of Mozart, Vienna. After a short visit around this most historic of cities, the voyage continues on to Budapest, and a chance to explore this remarkable capital.

Cat No: PEGDVD1230
Length: 50 mins

WORLD CLASS TRAINS

PALACE ON WHEELS
The land of Rajasthan in northern India is one of magic, mystery and marvel, where nature’s hand and man’s designs combine to create a unique landscape. What better way to glide through this incredible scenery than aboard a train fit for a king, the Palace On Wheels? Departing from Delhi the train spends seven nights exploring some of northern India’s most famous sights and sounds including the bustling Jaipur, also known as the Pink City, the Taj Mahal and even a rare glimpse of an Indian tiger. The Palace On Wheels provides comfort and comfortable transport, and a perfect vintage package for a “week in wonderland”.

Cat No: PEGDVD1231
Length: 60 mins
WORLD CLASS TRAINS
FRANCISCO DE GOYA PARIS TO MADRID
Paris and Madrid - two of Europe’s most beautiful cities, and the starting and finishing points for our 14 hour journey on the Francisco de Goya. Departing from Paris’s Gare d’Austerlitz we see the French urban skyline as we are whisked away in the luxurious cars of the TGV. As we travel through the provinces we see the countryside change from green fields to the more rugged Belgian landscape. At Brussels we part company with the TGV and join the Thalys route, travelling to the beautiful French countryside before arriving in Paris. We follow the route of the Romantic Train Europe (RTE) as we tour the countryside to the capital, seeing the sights and sounds of the region as we travel. We pass through the beautiful countryside and arrive in Paris, where we take a brief stop to explore the city before continuing our journey. The high-speed TGV trains allow for a relaxed and comfortable journey, with access to onboard facilities for a more enjoyable trip. The vibrant cities and scenic landscapes of France make for a memorable experience on this train journey.
A WEST COAST EXPERIENCE
CHEDDINGTON TO TAMWORTH
The West Coast line has for years always attracted railway enthusiasts to its stations and level lines. The 50 mile route from London’s Euston Terminal Station to Glasgow Central in Scotland all en route of height and passenger traffic can be seen coil photographed on this view changing processing line to the North. Filmed over a three year period from 2004 to 2006, we get to see north memories - all photographed with details. In 2002 we saw Virgin’s newly introduced Class 390 Pendolino 39014 City of Manchester. We could see Passengers’ facilities in better service together with the remarkable Class 86 and our reporting the wearable Class 43 or better known HST125. As usual Virgin have put on a cracking show. Also in this programme we see an extensive look at the height scene which has always been the lifeblood of our railways, classes of height facilities, electric and diesel motive power can be seen on this line - they include Class 37, 47, 44, 46, 66, 90 and 92.

Cat No: AR034D
Length: 55 mins

A WEST COAST EXPERIENCE
THE WATFORD GAP TO GREENHOLME
The West Lanes is a line that has always attracted the serious railway enthusiast due to its attractive line side locations and stations. In the DVD we exhibit 12 locations with helpful maps of where the footage was taken, informative narration and train head coders. Famous locations like Aylsham and the now closed Hunter Bridge Station both offer the discerning photographer excellent opportunities, as do the fabulous surroundings of the Combola Falls. Locomotive types feature include 220 Voyager, Class 37s, 47s, 57s, 60s and Class 390 Pendolines. Workings included Holiday Rewards programmes, coal, steel, stone, containers and postal. It is a true train watching experience, beautifully filmed and it must for the avid railway enthusiast.

Cat No: AR036D
Length: 60 mins

EUROSTAR – LONDON TO PARIS
Throughout the whole history of transport, especially in modern times, the train has had the greatest and most fascinating effect on us all. Apart from uniting our families and creating social values in our living society, the train has allowed us to discover the heart and soul of our country - not because of the immensity accomplishments of the Channel Tunnel, many other countries too. This DVD covers not only the building of the new Channel Tunnel, but also the history of the many previous attempts to link the United Kingdom with Europe. We also look at the new Eurostar high-speed train itself and the whole concept of international travel. The programme concept was conceived and based on a very extensive plan to a programme covering as much as we could to show the driver’s view of the very interface Waterloos International station in London and Gare Du Nord station in Paris through the Channel Tunnel. In order to show the journey takes only three hours for this unique part of the programme we have carefully selected a high-speed, relaxing the journey to a remarkable 10 minutes or it is a commemorative record of one of the greatest accomplishments of the 20th century.

Cat No: PEGDVD1340
Length: 45 mins

EUROSTAR LONDON TO PARIS

Cat No: PEGDVD1340
Length: 45 mins

MIDLANDS
THE RESTORED RAILWAYS OF BRITAIN
From the late Teddy Dutton’s Factory Railway at Gobally to the ancient and modern of Crewe Heritage Centre, this programme contains an enormous range of railway interest. It samples the activities of the long established Severn Valley Railway, as well as the unique task undertaken by Peak Rail, reopening their line through the beautiful Derbyshire Dales. The unique collection of trains at the National Railway Museum, Euston and the impressive facets of the Great Central Railway are also featured.

Cat No: AR0340
Length: 55 mins

RAILWAY MODELLING

Cat No: PEGDVD1374
Length: 55 mins

STOCK TRAINS OF THE SUNSHINE STATE
We all know Florida for its famous theme parks but whilst on holiday why not experience the rich diversity and variety of railroading on central Florida’s Atlantic Coast Line and 5 Line (Seaboard Coast Line). Filmed over several days in November 2002 we look extensively at 6 hotspot locations such as Plant City introducing where unit trains from the Bone Valley phosphate mines, plus the coal trains from West Virginia and Kentucky can be seen. Also captured is the most photographed and chased unit train in Florida, the Tampa Bay jumbo train. The great CSX Corporation is the dominant railroad provider in Florida, and their motive power consists of EMD P42, EMD P40, EMD 66 and many more. Enjoy this whistle-stop tour of America’s Sunshine State!!!

Cat No: PEGDVD1374
Length: 60 mins

STEAM TRAINS OF GREAT BRITAIN
Enjoy this beautifully presented whistle-stop tour across Britain to see some of the most remarkably preserved steam railways and engines. Filmed at various locations over the past decade, this DVD is an absolute must for the steam train enthusiast both old and new as we visit gala days, festivals and special days at some of Britain’s best known railways and get up close and personal with some of the steam. The Santa Special on the West Somerset Railway, the Bluebell Railway Branch Line Gala, or glimpse of the famous Hogwarts Express and an open day at the Crewe Works are just a few of the stops we make along the way. Other highlights include visits to the Welsh Highland Railway, the Midlander Norton Station project, East Lancashire Railway, Lancashire and York and a very special day at the Ffestiniog Railway.

Cat No: PEGDVD1374
Length: 80 mins

NORTH EAST ENGLAND
THE RESTORED RAILWAYS OF BRITAIN
The North East is a Mecca for keen railway fanatics. It includes the only remaining rope hauled incline, at Bowes, as well as two of Britain’s most extensive preserved railways in the North Yorkshire Moors and Keighley and Worth Valley. The exceptional National Railway Museum situated in the historic city of York contrasts with a more specialised museum at Hull, while the Middleton Railway provides a welcome escape from the busy centre of Leeds.

Cat No: AR035D
Length: 50 mins

RAILWAY MODELLING

Cat No: PEGDVD1374
Length: 55 mins

NORTH EAST ENGLAND
THE RESTORED RAILWAYS OF BRITAIN

Cat No: AR035D
Length: 50 mins

SOUTH EAST ENGLAND
THE RESTORED RAILWAYS OF BRITAIN
The South East is rich in privately preserved steam railways, ranging from the famous standard gauge Bluebell Railway, which was taken over by enthusiasts over 20 years ago, to the 1 7 mile long Romney, Hythe and Dymchurch, the most fully equipped 1 5 inch gauge railway in the modern world. This programme also contains the oldest world charm of a wine and dine train on the Lavender Line, industrial narrow gauge nostalgia on the Sittingbourne and Kemsley Railway and reflections of the expanding Kent and East Sussex Railway.

Cat No: AR037D
Length: 49 mins

SOUTH EAST ENGLAND
THE RESTORED RAILWAYS OF BRITAIN

Cat No: AR037D
Length: 49 mins

MODERN RAILWAYS
AN ENTHUSIASTS’ GUIDE
It is said that in days gone by every schoolboy wanted to grow up to be a train driver. When the boy becomes the man and dreams of steam engines turn to the reality of the office, there is still a world of trains, tunnels and tracks to which we can escape - the world of the model railway. In this DVD we look at all aspects of this wonderful hobby from designing models and scenery to planning track layouts and painting kit engines. Railway modelling has something for everyone!!

Cat No: PEGDVD1374
Length: 55 mins
A FEAST OF DIESELS

An immense variety of live motive power is featured in this incredible and unique tribute to the British diesel locomotive. As well as examples from British Rail there are lots of preserved locomotives, along with industrial engines, narrow gauge and even multiple units. Main line, shunters, passenger and freight. Plenty of action in locations across the length and breadth of Britain. The Day of the Diesel is here.

Cat No: AR0410
Length: 58 mins

THE WORTH VALLEY EXPERIENCE

The Keighley and Worth Valley Railway, with its impressive collection of steam locomotives, is the epitome of a sophisticated railway: a thriving branch line which serves 5 stations and plays host to a wide range of special events. This programme spans an entire year in the life of this very active preservation society. Events include the restoration and instillation of the famous Garland turntable, the restoration and testing of the Prince Tank locomotive, and the Railway Children's season weekend. The running of the Worth Valley Railway to Keighley is covered in detail, with films of all the weekend activity and interviews with major personalities involved in the theme. The railway is captured on the bent, with beautiful photography and spectacular steam running sequences, filled with the full cooperation of the KWVR. Locomotives in action include Barwick, the Great Western, and the famous Railway Children's Prince Tank.

Cat No: AR0430
Length: 56 mins

RAILWAYS AROUND EUROPE

Volume One
The first in a series of railway 'magazines'. Each volume will include a variety of interesting features catering for railway enthusiasts.

Special UK Feature: British Rail Engineering removing Garsdale turntable from the famous Settle Carlisle Railway. A fascinating insight behind the scenes at the Strasshof Locomotive depot outside Vienna, as preparations are made for the first of the grand parades of rolling stock, which took place in a specially prepared arena on the site of the old goods yard. The preparations and the grand parade feature scenes to delight all those interested in the varied forms of motive power, carriages and wagons.

Volume Two
The second in the series of the railway 'magazines'. Each volume will include a variety of interesting features catering for railway enthusiasts.


Maintenance: Scottish Steam Railways. Rescuing the Rheidol Railway. Preserved Railways:

- Strathspey Railway
- Keighley & Worth Valley Railway
- Vale of Rheidol Railway
- Corris Railway
- Talyllyn

Rally: Historic steam locomotives from across Britain.

Europe: The Snowdon Mountain Railway.

- Steam trains to the summit of Snowdonia at over 3500 feet. At Fairbourne the 12 ? inch gauge locomotives and stock carry passengers over the rolling sand dunes to the picturesque Barmouth Estuary. The endless variety of Welsh steam railways is confirmed by the Cambrian Railway, the early stages of restoration and Talyllyn, the very last remaining of Britain's preserved railways and one of the last to remain open. With the 23 mile round trip from the seaside resort of Aberystwyth to Devil's Bridge on the Vale of Rheidol Railway.

Cat No: AR0510
Length: 44 mins

RAILWAYS AROUND EUROPE

Volume Three
The third in the series of the railway 'magazines'. Each volume will include a variety of interesting features catering for railway enthusiasts.

Volume 3 Contents:

- UK Feature: Preservation work at Keighley & Worth Valley Railway
- Preservation Railways: Settle and Carlisle
- Alstom Railways: Motive Power
- Alstom Railways: Locomotive Profile
- Alstom Railways: Locomotive Profile: 106/2 for BR
- Alstom Railways: Heritage Railways: Black Country, Wolverhampton
- European City: Railways: South-East
- Each section includes graphic maps showing locations, layouts and a comprehensive and informative narrative. Narrated by Paul Brown.

Cat No: AR0520
Length: 46 mins
THE YORKSHIRE MOORS RAILWAY
From Bowness-on-Swindale, to Chassen on the Italian border, our cameras capture the multitude of rail traffic that uses this long Alpine route daily. The sheer variety of rail traffic is unparalleled, freight trains with two or three locomotives to Trans European trains, all twisting and spiralling their way over the high passes. From Luzerne the railway climbs 2,350 feet to Gschlösschen where the trains enter the 9 mile long Götthard Tunnel. Emerging from the tunnel, the trains continue their relentless journey to the south through the Ticino region with stops at Bellinzona and Lugano before reaching the Italian border. For one hour we study this fascinating railway which challenged the minds of the builders and explore the mighty Alpine Barrier. Narrated by Paul Brown.

The YNYS Môn Express:

The YNYS Môn Express: At Skokholm in the valley of the Venter Rhee, the North Wales Railways makes it on to a junction with the Ffermifery railway where its locomotives take over such famous trains as the Glymped Express. Descending the form valley and cutting through a gorge with a series of geotrophic formations, it comes to Parbold, the passenger for the line to St Helens. Before reaching the station the line makes a steep climb to the top of the Mynydd Mawr. Here, it connects with the Wirral Railway with which it is short distance parallel to Llangollen where the North Wales Rail's most important workshops are situated. The line then swings up on the valley of the Llangollen river to the well known resort of Alwen before continuing in a climbing section towards Denbigh from where the line continues down the valley of the Llangollen river offering an impressive viaduct on the way to the junction with the St Asaph line at Altena.

FULL STEAM TO HOLYHEAD
David Sutcliffe, TV cameraman, celebrates 40 years filming railways, with his programme "FULL STEAM TO HOLYHEAD". His films of now forgotten slate railways and branch lines in North Wales have appeared in several DVDs. Broadcast quality equipment has brought enhanced quality to the pictures, accompanied only by sound recorded at fifty different locations between Lleyn and Holyhead. This all action programme features 4472, 5407, 6201, 34027, 60089 and 71000 etc., at various stations and many schedule and unscheduled stops. Many trains are seen against the magnificent North Wales scenery, sea and mountains, bridges and castles.

DISENTIS TO FILISUR
From Basel, in the north of Switzerland, to Chassen on the Italian border, our cameras capture the multitude of rail traffic that uses this long Alpine route daily. The sheer variety of rail traffic is unparalleled, freight trains with two or three locomotives to Trans European trains, all twisting and spiralling their way over the high passes. From Luzerne the railway climbs 2,350 feet to Gschlösschen where the trains enter the 9 mile long Götthard Tunnel. Emerging from the southern portal of the tunnel, the trains continue their relentless journey to the south through the Ticino region with stops at Bellinzona and Lugano before reaching the Italian border. For one hour we study this fascinating railway which challenged the minds of the builders and explore the mighty Alpine Barrier. Narrated by Paul Brown.

Four Valleys Disentis to Filisur:

Four Valleys Disentis to Filisur: At Skokholm in the valley of the Venter Rhee, the North Wales Railways makes it on to a junction with the Ffermifery railway where its locomotives take over such famous trains as the Glymped Express. Descending the form valley and cutting through a gorge with a series of geotrophic formations, it comes to Parbold, the passenger for the line to St Helens. Before reaching the station the line makes a steep climb to the top of the Mynydd Mawr. Here, it connects with the Wirral Railway with which it is short distance parallel to Llangollen where the North Wales Rail's most important workshops are situated. The line then swings up on the valley of the Llangollen river to the well known resort of Alwen before continuing in a climbing section towards Denbigh from where the line continues down the valley of the Llangollen river offering an impressive viaduct on the way to the junction with the St Asaph line at Altena.

FOUR VALLEYS
FOUR VALLEYS
Four Valleys Disentis to Filisur:

FOUR VALLEYS
Four Valleys Disentis to Filisur: At Skokholm in the valley of the Venter Rhee, the North Wales Railways makes it on to a junction with the Ffermifery railway where its locomotives take over such famous trains as the Glymped Express. Descending the form valley and cutting through a gorge with a series of geotrophic formations, it comes to Parbold, the passenger for the line to St Helens. Before reaching the station the line makes a steep climb to the top of the Mynydd Mawr. Here, it connects with the Wirral Railway with which it is short distance parallel to Llangollen where the North Wales Rail's most important workshops are situated. The line then swings up on the valley of the Llangollen river to the well known resort of Alwen before continuing in a climbing section towards Denbigh from where the line continues down the valley of the Llangollen river offering an impressive viaduct on the way to the junction with the St Asaph line at Altena.

PORTRAIT OF A REGION
PORTRAIT OF A REGION
Northern England

PORTRAIT OF A REGION
Northern England

PORTRAIT OF A REGION
Northern England

PORTRAIT OF A REGION
Northern England

The Magic of the North Yorkshire Moors Railway - The Railway People

The Magic of the North Yorkshire Moors Railway - The Railway People: Amidst the glorious backdrops of the North Yorkshire Moors, there lies an 18 mile stretch of living history, carrying thousands of passengers every year. It is a railway line fuelled by the passion of people dedicated to keeping the tradition alive. In this programme we journey over the moors and through the valley to meet some of the colourful characters that make up the “railway people”. Also included: an interview with artist and steam enthusiast David Shephard and an hour of bonus footage showing the sights and sounds of the North Yorkshire Moors Railway.

Northern England

Northern England

Northern England

Northern England

Best of British Steam - Northern England

Best of British Steam - Northern England: The North of England, birthplace of the industrial revolution, is home to an enormous variety of steam interest. In Middlesbrough, near the centre of Leeds, one of the world’s oldest railways has been resurrected, while the Bowes Railway still works on an 18 mile stretch of living history, carrying thousands of passengers every year. It is a railway line fuelled by the passion of people dedicated to keeping the tradition alive. In this programme we journey over the moors and through the valley to meet some of the colourful characters that make up the “railway people”. Also included: an interview with artist and steam enthusiast David Shephard and an hour of bonus footage showing the sights and sounds of the North Yorkshire Moors Railway.
The Bluebell Railway was Britain’s first preserved standard gauge railway, and it is still operating, as is its nearest rival and successor, the Great Central Railway (which has now adopted steam line corridors). The Severn Valley Railway preserves itself as Britain’s premier steam railway, while Paignton and Dartmouth is in the ‘holiday line’. All demonstrate the enormous enthusiasm generated by the steam locomotive. Other tastes are catered for by the Lavender Line’s Wine & Dine Steam Specials, The Sitwellshire and Keswick and the Furness Railway both appeal to industrial enthusiasts, and the incredible Romney Hythe and Dymchurch, the most fully equipped 1½ gauge railway in the world, is also featured. We finish with the South Devon Railway, the operator of a DMU rail branch line.

For almost 40 years, the ‘big four’ railway companies were the only game in town - but their heyday is long gone. For almost 40 years, the ‘big four’ railway companies were the only game in town - but their heyday is long gone. For almost 40 years, the ‘big four’ railway companies were the only game in town - but their heyday is long gone. For almost 40 years, the ‘big four’ railway companies were the only game in town - but their heyday is long gone.
STRANGE TRAINS INCLUDING THE ROCKET
From the Rocket to the Docklands Light Railway, British Locomotives have always been incredibly varied, in size, shape and function. This all action programme takes a look at some of the more unusual designs. Revealing all their rich diversity, as these magnificent trains run and work all over Britain.

A FEAST OF STEAM INCLUDING 100 BRITISH LOCOMOTIVES
An immense variety of live steam is featured in this incredible and unique tribute to the preserved British Steam locomotive. There are pre-amalgamation locomotives, as well as scores of examples from the “big four”, industrial and narrow gauge and B.R. standard classes. A veritable feast of steam with plenty of action.

MODEL RAILWAYS A LINESIDE LOOK AT MODEL RAILWAYS
Bob Symes provides guided tours around detailed and accurate layouts.

BRITISH RAIL JOURNEYS WEST COAST OF SCOTLAND
The historic west coast of Scotland can boast hundreds of mighty mountains, shimmering rocks and miles of magnificent coastline. Even in the wettest of weather there is always plenty to see and the West Highland Line travels through the very heart of it. Since 1897 the West Highland Line has provided a spectacular introduction to this breathtaking region. The start of the West Highland Line is Glasgow, where we visit the Glasgow Museums of Transport and the Scottish Maritime Museum. From here we continue on to small stations like Garelochhead, Arrochar, Tarbet and Ardlui. Our journey continues and stops at various other destinations including Fort William, to the Tank Museum, with 300 tanks permanently on display. Our journey continues then onto Ulverston, birthplace of Stan Laurel and home to the Laurel and Hardy Museum. We continue on to Cark, with its stately home and motor museum, then onto Ullswater, Jethart Place of Sir John Lawson and home to the Laurel and Hardy Museum. Our journey ends at Carlisle.

BRITISH RAIL JOURNEYS EAST ANGLIA
The low-lying region of East Anglia boasts picturesque towns and villages, fens and broads, and miles of magnificent coastline. The train from Cambridge to Sheringham provides a delightful introduction to rural England. We start off our journey at Cambridge. Settled since Roman times, we visit sights such as Kings College, built in the 14th Century. From here we move to places such as Neave’s Marsh, famous home of the Jockey Club, and Oulton Broad South, where we enjoy the Transport Museum. Lowestoft, Stonerley Hall, Great Yarmouth and many more places to visit along the way before reaching the end of the line at the fishing village of Sheringham.

BRITISH RAIL JOURNEYS AROUND THE LAKE DISTRICT
The English Lake District is one of the most spectacular areas in the country. The mountains tumble downwards into the sea, forming a mighty backdrop to one of Britain’s greatest railway journeys. Connected by modern spriters, there is always plenty to see on our journey that forms a circuit around Cumbria and the Lake District. We begin our journey at Carnforth, home to the National Railway Museum. Our journey takes us through the heart of it all. Our journey takes us through Windermere, Carisbrooke Castle, Scafell and many other destinations before the end of the line at the Isle of Wight.

BRITISH RAIL JOURNEYS WEYMOUTH TO THE ISLE OF WIGHT
To travel by train along the English south coast is one of the best ways to experience and enjoy the great British countryside, combining popular resorts with beautiful scenery. Where the Downs head to the sea, there are craggy headlands and miles of magnificent coastline. There is always plenty to see and the railway travels through the heart of it all. Our journey takes us from Dover, through Hastings and across to the Isle of Wight. Beginning at Weymouth, we travel to Durrington and its military museum. From here we journey to Wim, home of the Tank Museum, with 300 tanks permanently on display. Our journey continues through Wimborne, Carisbrooke Castle, Scafell and many other destinations before the end of the line at the Isle of Wight.
STEAM AROUND THE WORLD
THE WESTERN EUROPE ARCHIVES
Firstly we travel to Southern France and take a look at the steam locomotives that are still in operation today. From the Brittany Peninsular along the Channel Coast to Paris, to Picardy. We see some fine examples of French steam, including the famous Golden Arrow. In Dieppe, we see a rail terminal that serves the main port. We take a close look at an extensive network of city trams in Brussels, and later move on to a combination of steam, electric and diesel used for heavy industry in Luxembourg. We visit E Class locomotives in Denmark, and some pre-war designed locomotives in Italy. Three different types of gauge are on offer in Greece, and we also travel to Turkey, before finally ending our journey in Portugal. This rare archive steam footage was lovingly captured on 16mm film by the famous American railroad enthusiast, Harry P. Dodge. Along with the rest of the series, it provides the unique and incredible story of the world's railways in the '60s and early '70s.

Cat No:  ATDVD1121
Length: 68 mins

STEAM AROUND THE WORLD
THE AFRICAN ARCHIVES
Rails all the way from Cape to Cairo were once the dream of Victorian pioneer Cecil Rhodes. In 1965 and 1970, the dying years of the Age of Steam, Harry Dodge visited and recorded this incredible African legacy. Throughout Central and Southern Africa, the uncompromising terrain spawned some spectacular feats of engineering. Many of these, including the famous Victoria Falls bridge, are captured when huge fleets of Gesaans still ruled supreme. Malawi Railway, Rhodesian Railways and French-Rhodesian Railways are all featured, as well as the steam trains of South Africa, Mozambique, Angola and the Sudan. This rare archive steam footage was lovingly captured on 16mm film by the famous American railroad enthusiast, Harry P. Dodge. Along with the rest of the series, it provides the unique and incredible story of the world's railways in the '60s and early '70s.

Cat No:  ATDVD1122
Length: 68 mins

STEAM AROUND THE WORLD
THE ASIAN / AUSTRALASIAN ARCHIVES
In this programme, Harry Dodge has captured the incredible variety of Asian steam, commencing in India with Bengali broad and narrow gauge steam, the exquisite Darjeeling Railway (considered by many to be the world’s finest railway), Jaipur’s metre gauge system, and locomotives ranging from the Pacific to a Maharajah’s private train. This is contrasted with Japanese preserved steam, the wood burning locos of Thailand, Indonesian tank engines and Malaysian light steam, while in Australia and New Zealand we find on aspally delightful moment of gauges and rolling stock. This rare archive steam footage was lovingly captured on 16mm film by the famous American railroad enthusiast, Harry P. Dodge. Along with the rest of the series, it provides the unique and incredible story of the world’s railways in the ‘60s and early ‘70s.

Cat No:  ATDVD1123
Length: 64 mins

STEAM AROUND THE WORLD
THE EASTERN EUROPE ARCHIVES
In the 1960s, Harry Dodge travelled behind the Iron Curtain, to capture the railways of a bygone age - before the collapse of communism and the demise of steam. With smoke belching forth across every country, this programme explores the unique record he left behind, with rare footage from Yugoslavia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Czechoslovakia and Eastern Germany. Steam freight and passenger trains, are included, as well as tank engines and turntables, and everything from mighty 2-10-0s to tiny narrow gauge locos, whilst not forgetting all the activity behind the scenes. This rare archive steam footage was lovingly captured on 16mm film by the famous American railroad enthusiast, Harry P. Dodge. Along with the rest of the series, it provides the unique and incredible story of the world’s railways in the ‘60s and early ‘70s.

Cat No:  ATDVD1124
Length: 65 mins

STEAM AROUND THE WORLD
THE LATIN AMERICAN ARCHIVES
From narrow of the high Bolivian desert, to narrow gauge through the Guatemalan jungle, this programme, filmed between 1962 and 1971, features an amazing array of Latin American Steam, including everything from 2-10-2s to 6-4-0s, linked by a dramatic journey over the Andes mountains. Harry Dodge has captured the locomotives of a whole continent: Brazil’s Leopoldina Railway, the rope hauled Tarmi Inclines, British locomotives in Argentina, the Antofagasta and Bolivia Railway, the incredible railways of Southern and Central Peru (one of the seven wonders of the railway world), as well as railway scenes from El Salvador and Mexico. This rare archive steam footage was lovingly captured on 16mm film by the famous American railroad enthusiast, Harry P. Dodge. Along with the rest of the series, it provides the unique and incredible story of the world’s railways in the ‘60s and early ‘70s.

Cat No:  ATDVD1125
Length: 63 mins